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9 Things You Must Know About Private Bali Atv
Ride Adventure

Want to have a holiday with memorable fun activity in Bali Island? Perhaps you should try Private Atv Ride
Adventure before leaving the island.
The atv ride adventure is an exciting activity that will challenge you to conquer the thrilling dirt terrains by
riding an atv (all-terrain vehicle or also known as quad bike).
It can be tried in Ubud, a famous village in Gianyar Regency for beautiful nature and also unique art and
culture. You can also spend holiday by visiting amazing spots in the village after doing atv adventure.
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Is the Atv Riding Adventure Safe?
Bali atv riding is considered safe
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Bali atv riding is considered safe
Some of peoples often ask this questions when they will decide to join in the atv riding adventure. It is actually
considered “safe” as long as you wear safety equipment properly and obey instructions of the guide.
The safety equipment in the atv adventure usually consists of a helm and gumboots, which both are prepared by
adventure operators in their office. So, you don’t need to prepare them!
The equipment will be worn by every participant before adventuring. Choose a helm and gumboots in fit size
and wear them properly for safer experience.
In addition, the guides will be there to accompany you during the adventure. They will explain about the route
of the adventure and the basic techniques of riding atv.
You will be helped to warm up and simulate the operational of riding atv bike. This part is important in order to
entire all participants are ready to join in the adventure.
When the adventure is started, the guide with his own atv bike will be lead your adventure at the front.
Besides that, insurance also include in the adventure if you join with the adventure operator. It will cover and
protect the safety of the participant along the adventure.
So, you shouldn’t be worried about the safety of the atv riding adventure. It will be safe as long as you
remember all above and join with a licensed adventure operator.

How Much is the Price of Atv Riding Package?

Private Bali ATV Riding Price
Here, we provide the package of the private atv riding adventure at affordable as price as below.
1. Single Package at USD $90 (one person on a quad bike)
The single package only costs at USD $90 per person and is facilitated by one atv bike. It is a good choice for
those who want to be a solo rider or get full riding experience along the route.
2. Tandem Package at USD $120 (two persons on a quad bike)
The tandem package costs at USD $120 per couple (2 persons). It is recommended for those who want to do
adventuring with your partner. You can alternate to be a rider and a sitter with your partner along the route.
The package is always chosen for family activity because it is considered cheaper for 2 persons than choosing 2
single packages, and also the child can join in the adventure as sitter.

What Facilities and Services Do Include in the Package?

Bali ATV Ride Package
The packages above includes complete facilities and services to support your experience, as below.
1. Private Transport Service
When you have booked a package with us, you don’t need to hire a transport service for the trip from the hotel
to the adventure spot. Because, we already provide a private car with a licensed driver to pick up you.
We will be always ready to pick up you in area around Ubud, Sanur, Nusa Dua, Legian, Kuta, Canggu,
Seminyak, and Jimbaran. Just tell us about address of your hotel, our driver will come to pick up you on time.
2. Safety Equipment
Safety equipment is already prepared in the package to support your experience. It consists of a helm and
gumboots, which both will be worn at the place near the start spot.
The helm is required to protect head by impact of hard object, while the gumboots have a function to protect
legs by wild plants which may irritate your skin become itchy.
3. Private Guide (Instructor)
The private guide instructor will be wait for you at start point, explain an adventure route, and also tell you
about basic techniques of riding atv.
Then, it continues to take you warm up and simulate basic techniques of riding by the guide. Need to note that “
riding atv bike is a little different of motorcycle”.

Accelerator in motorcycle must be pulled out by a hold of right hand, while in the atv bike may be pushed by a
thumb of right hand because it has a shape like a button.
A different shape surely has a different way in using it. That is a reason why you need to simulate basic
techniques of riding atv before adventuring.
4. Atv Riding Activity (2 hours)
Your adventure will be facilitated by a powerful atv bike to conquer all challenging terrains along the route of
the adventure.
The atv bike is parked on an special area near the start point. The guide will also wait there and be ready to
accompany you along the adventure.
Riding the atv bike probably takes 1.5 - 2 hours from start point to finish point. It depends how speed you ride
the atv bike and skill of conquering all terrains.

Bali Quad Bike Adventure Ubud
5. Locker and Shower Room
Before adventuring, you can put your backpack with change of clothes and others at locker which is provided so
that you ride the atv bike easily.
When joining in the atv adventure, you inevitably will get dirty from dust and muds along the route. Your
clothes may be also wet because of it.
Therefore, wash your body and change the wet clothes to the dry and clean clothes before returning back to the

hotel, in order not to get cold along the trip.
You can take a shower and change on your clothes in the private room after adventuring.
Use of the shower room and the locker is already included in the package. So, you will not be charged more
additional costs.
6. Lunch
Adventuring for 2 hours may really drain your energy and make you tired. Don’t worry it because the lunch will
be served to recharge your energy you in a place near finish point.
So, you can go back to the hotel without being hungry or spend additional cost to have a lunch in a restaurant.
7. Insurance Coverage
Your safety is our main priority in the adventure. The insurance is included in the package and will cover you
during the activity.
So, you shouldn’t feel doubt to join the atv riding adventure with us. It is guaranteed safe as long as you wear
safety equipment properly and obey instruction of the guide.

Can the Beginner Join?

Ubud Atv Adventure for Beginner
Yes, surely! The route in the adventure is indeed designed for the beginner or those who haven’t been
experienced. You can join to ride the atv bike as long as you have an basic skill of riding motorcycle.
If you don’t have a skill of riding and really want to join in the adventure, then you may request a tandem

package and join as a sitter (passenger) during the adventure.

What is the Limit Age for Joining the Adventure?

Limit Age for Joining in Bali ATV Adventure
The limit age for joining in the atv riding adventure is between 6 – 65 years old. That’s why the atv adventure is
a recommended adventure to do for family holiday.
Peoples who is under 17 years old haven’t been allowed to ride alone, only be a sitter along the route. For riding
alone, people must be 17 years old and above or has owned a riding license.
If you are alone but haven’t been able to ride the atv bike. You can ask for help to a guide to ride your bike
along the route (request it when booking). So, you can join in atv riding adventure although haven’t been able to
ride atv bike.

What Kinds of Tracks Do I Get Through?

Private ATV Riding Tour in Bali
In our atv adventure route, you will get through some challenging tracks that may pump your adrenaline during
the adventure.
The tracks are wet, muddy, and a little steep. You need a good riding skill to conquer all terrains at the river and
the forest.
Especially when facing the route with puddles of muds, it can probably cause wheels of your atv bike get stuck
in the puddle of muds.
But, don’t worry or be hopeless if you experience it because the guide will be always there to help and motive
you during the adventure.
Along the route, you will get through some challenging tracks with wet and muddy terrains such as river track
and jungle forest.
You will ride along river stream on the river tracks. It is fun to get wet and make water splattered while
screaming along the route.
Meanwhile, the jungle track features muddy and steep terrains which will challenge you to ride and maneuver
on the terrains.
Conquering all terrains above will really drain your energy. So, make sure you are in fit and healthy body before
deciding to join in the adventure.

Can I Enjoy the Beautiful Panoramas Along the Route?

Challenging Atv Riding Adventure
Yes, you can do adventuring while enjoying the beautiful panoramas of nature along the route. The panoramas
you can see are rice fields, beautiful rural area, and also green forest.
1. Stunning Panorama of Rice Field

ATV Riding in Ubud's Route of Rice Fields
The stunning panorama of the rice paddies will impress your eyes when riding atv bike. You can stop the
adventure for a moment, and get off the atv to take a picture around the rice paddies.
If you happen to join the adventure right in the days before harvest season, then you can get a chance to see
greener amazing panorama of the rice paddies.
Besides that, you will see some local farmer who work at the rice field by using still traditional equipment such
as a sickle and a hoe.
2. Beautiful Rural Area

Ride Quad Bike in Ubud Countryside
The route of the atv adventure will get through a beautiful rural area where you can see friendly local people
and their activities around the village.
At a point of the village, you can also see a Holy Hindus Temple where the local people often come to worship
and do a daily religious ritual, that’s called mebanten.
The religious ritual is done by giving Balinese Traditional Offering (called Canang) and putting it on some the
holy parts of the temple, as an expression of thanks to God.
The local people usually do the ritual in the morning or the afternoon, and wear a Balinese traditional cloth
(called “kamen or sarong”) that wrap from waist to ankle and a shawl that tie around the waist.
The canang is generally made consists of various flower and thin cuts of pandan leaves that is put on a small
palm-leaf basket as a small tray.
3. Green Forest

Green Forest in Atv Riding Adventure
In the forest, you can see green panorama of tropical trees which grows lush around the forest. The area offers
cool atmosphere that may relax mind.
In some part, you will also see bamboo trees which offer authentic nuance of Bali’s nature.
Exploring the forest on atv bike is really exciting because you may see directly the whole of green nature while
conquering the challenging dirt terrains.
All of the panoramas above are indeed awesome. You can ask the guide to stop at some point if you want to
take a photo in some points.

What Items do I Need to Bring?

Preparation in ATV Riding Adventure
Whenever you want to join in the atv riding adventure, make sure you always remember to prepare and bring
some items to support more comfortable experience.
The following are some items that you should bring.
Change of Clothes
Riding on the wet and muddy track may really make your clothes become wet and dirty. You will not surely feel
comfortable and get cold to wear the wet cloth when returning back to the hotel.
Hence, prepare a set of clothes for a change from your hotel. A set of clothes consists of a casual shirt, a long
pant, and underwear. All those items are optional, so that choose which one comfortable to you.
After adventuring, you can wash body or take a shower in the provided private room. Make sure whole of your
body is clean and dry before changing the wet clothes.
Use of shower room is already included in the package. So, you will not be charged any extra cost.
Meanwhile, you should remember to bring a small plastic bag as a place to keep the wet and dirty clothes when
returning back.
If you put the wet and dirty clothes directly into your bag, then the clothes probably will stain other items you
bring. It is a reasons why you need to bring the plastic bag.
Sunblock or Sunscreen

The atv riding adventure is an outdoor activity which require your skin to contact with radiation of the sunlight.
That may cause your skin become burnt and striped.
Prepare a sunblock (also known as a sunscreen) and apply it on your body before adventuring. The sunblock
will avoid your skin burnt during the adventure
It costs at Rp 25.000 – Rp 75.000 and can be easily got at some minimarkets where you will see along the route
from hotel to adventure spot.
In Ubud or Kuta Area, there are many minimarkets alongside the street, where their location are almost close
together.
Sunglass
Besides above, the radiation of the sunlight may also make your eyes dazzle along the route. It probably annoy
your adventure on atv bike, considering the helm of atv bike has no visor in the front.
To prevent your eyes dazzle, you should bring sunglass and wear it along the route of the adventure. Make sure
the sunglass exist in your backpack when adventuring.
In addition, the use of the sunglass may also prevent your eyes get dust particularly on dirt track. It will cover
your eyes from the dust along the way.
Camera
As you maybe have read above, the route of the atv riding adventure is full of beautiful panoramas such as rice
field, traditional village, and green forest.
You should remember to bring a camera in order to you can capture all panoramas and fun moment during the
adventure.
For a comfort of capturing them, make sure your camera is facilitated by waterproof cover so that you don’t feel
worried about the camera is broken due to water.
In addition, you can also bring a camera holder and apply on the helm. So, you may record all moment without
having to hold the camera.
Maybe you see a good spot to take a photo along the route, you can ask the guide to stop at the spot for a
moment. Get more awesome shot during the adventure.
Extra Cash Money for Personal Expanse
Although the package includes complete facilities and service to support your experience, but you shouldn’t
bring extra cash money to cover if there is personal expanse.
The personal expanse are like buying an extra foods, drinks, souvenirs, and so on (something else that isn’t
included in the package. So, you should prepare it in enough count.

How to Join in the ATV Ride Adventure?

Join ATV Ride Activity in Ubud
For joining, you can call us via the listed contact below. Tell us about what kind of packages you want to choose
(single or tandem) and also address of place where your stay (name of hotel or villa).
On the specified time, our driver will come to pick up you at the address as agreed. The picking up will be a
private car which it is facilitated by air-conditioner.
In addition, our driver also has own a license and will be ready to offer a safe and comfortable trip to the
adventure spot. Don’t worry about the fuel of the car because we also have prepared it in stock more than
enough.
Especially for pickup areas, we will serve to pick up in areas around Ubud, Sanur, Nusa Dua, Jimbaran, Kuta,
Seminyak, Legian, and Canggu.
The time to pick up depends on the distance from your place to adventure spot. For an example: if you stay in
Kuta or Seminyak Area then picking up will be earlier so that we can arrive at the adventure spot on time.
Perhaps you want to have a longer adventure day trip, you can combine other adventures with the atv riding
adventure as a double combination in one day. There are some other adventures to combine, as below.
White Water Rafting Adventure

Bali Ayung Rafting Adventure
White water rafting adventure is an outdoor activity on Ayung River, which will take you to board on an
inflatable boat and navigate along the rapids.
The navigation is really challenging and probably take 2 – 2.5 hours. You must maneuvering between large
river rocks and also follow along winding river route while paddling by a paddle on the hands.
At some points, you can see a beautiful panorama of green forest, waterfall, and also unique carving stone (only
at Ayung River).
Tubing River Adventure

Bali Tubing River Adventure
Bali Canyon Tubing River Adventure is another fun activity to combine with the atv bike adventure. As rafting,
the adventure will be also be done on the river route.
You are challenged to navigate along the river by boarding on smaller inflatable boat without using a paddle on
the hand. But, its route is easier than the route in the rafting.
Laying down on an inflatable boat while seeing beautiful panorama is the most exciting experience that you can
get in the adventure.
If you are interested to combine one of adventures above in day with the atv adventure, you can choose one of
our double combination package, namely:
Bali Atv Riding and Rafting Tour
Bali Atv Riding and Tubing Tour
For more detail about our adventure package, please contact us via below.
Thanks for visiting to our website!!!
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